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THE SWORD OF GHESSAR KHAN.

expedition diary leaves.

By H. E, Prof. Nicholas de Roerich, Naggar, Kulu Valley,

WATER is served around in a tin cup.
This little cup still exists, it has 

traversed all of Tibet, China and Mongolia, 
And here is a yagtan which was made some 
time ago in Kashmir. The old thing outlived 
the whole of Asia, endured all methods of 
transportation. It should be well taken care 
of, it knows so much and here is the Banner 
of the former expedition—Maitreya. Since 
then we have met under various aspects of 
this growing conception, Far away is the 
Tibetan painter who painted this Banner. 
Lama Malonaf who decorated the Banner 
with Chinese silks is no more. And the 
Banner witnessed much. It won the wild 
goloks over to our side. It astonished and 
softened the Tibetan Governor, it smote the 
forehead of the Amban of Khotan. And 
during the construction of the Suburgan at 
Sharagolchi, it glowed with its vivid colours. 
Now it is in the Himalayan Institute which 
is a fruit of the Expedition.

May it guard over all the curative herbs of 
the Himalayas in which are inherent so many 
of the best potentialities !

Every object which crossed Asia with us 
has become unusually dear and unforgettable.

The very difficulties of the path have been 
transmuted into unusual joys, because they 
are surrounded by a spaciousness which 
absorbed so much of the wondrous past.

The little bells of the caravan mules are 
again ringing. Again, steep ascents of the 
mountain path. Again, we encounter travel
lers, each carrying his own secret of life. 
Again tales about local spiritual treasures, 
about memorable places. Again the heroic 
sword of Ghessar Khan is lit in the rock. 
And again caves and peaks of the sacred 
pilgrimages are before us. The eternal travel
lers pass us with their packs upon their back. 
Not faith alone, but an unconquerable at
traction to this strange life entices them along 
the difficult mountain paths.

We are going to Lahul, It Is again a 
continuation of the expedition. One feels 
just as before, save that then there was no 
mail, no information of the world reached us 
during many months. But here we are still 
on the rim of the last mail runners, and the 
world’s turmoil can knock at our door weekly. 
Beyond the Rotang Pass the dry Tibetan air 
blows up the same curative and inspiring air 
which healed all those in quest of spiritual
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ascent. At night in the clear sky covered 
with its countless stars, with the Milky Way 
and with its new-born and dying luminaries, 
glowed strange flashes of light. These are 
not simple heat lightning, but the remarkable 
Himalayan radiance of which literature has 
spoken more than once.

After having crossed Tibet and Ladak, one 
can appreciate Lahul. The snowy peaks, 
colourful shrubs, fragrant juniper, bright 
tinted wild roses are not inferior to those of 
the most fertile plains of Tibet. Many of the 
sanctuaries, stupas, caves of hermits, are not 
poorer than in Ladak, On the rocks are the 
same ritual figures of archers pursuing with 
their arrows the sharp horned mountain rams. 
The ancient ibex was the symbol of light. 
The same burial rites in sepulchres lined with 
stones and in stone burial vaults, Above 
Kaylang rises the majestic mountain of 
“ spiritual tranquility ” with its sacred three- 
peaked summit, similar to Narbu-rinpoche.

How many medical books and writings 
are kept there by the Lamas! The famous 
local Lama-doctor is already working for us 
with a coolie boy and like Panteleimon the 
Healer, he fills his baskets, slung over his 
back, with herbs! and roots. It is good that 
George* who knows the Tibetan language so 
well is with us. It is good that Lama Mingyur, 
who knows so much of Tibetan literature is 
with us. The first few days, some books 
were brought to us which as yet had never 
been translated. Among them are also 
medical writings and a poetic description of 
the local sanctuaries. The environs are filled 
with famous names; here are the caves of 
Miiarepa, who hearkened at dawn to the

• Dr. Georges de Roerich, son of Prof. Nicholas de 
Roerich, and a well-known authority on the Tibetan 
languages.

voices of the Devas, here lived also Padma 
Sambkava. All the great apostles of the 
teachings were in need of the irreplaceable 
radiation of the Himalayas. Not far from 
here is the waterfall, Palden Lhamos upon the 
rocks ; Nature itself has designed the figure of 
the austere goddess riding on her favourite 
mules, “ See how the mule has raised its 
head and its right leg. Look how distinctly 
the head of the goddess is seen.” We see, 
we see ! And we hear the continuous song 
of the mountain stream. We pass caves and 
the rocks of the Nagis. These are inhabited 
by some remarkable snakes. We are amazed 
at the ancient palaces of the Takhur of 
Gundla, We are amazed to see how some of 
the gabled roofs and balconies remind us 
again of Norway. It is instructive to observe 
the flat roofs, which are an unmistakable 
heritage of ancient Asia, and these sharp and 
unexpected gables which remind one of the 
North.

We do not forget the reception arranged 
for us at Keylang, the capital of Lahul. 
Decorated with garlands of flowers, preceded 
by trumpets and drums we entered Keylang.

As we approached Keylang an unexpected 
and touching spectacle awaited us. On the 
roofs stood Lamas in high purple tiaras, with 
gigantic trumpets. From the flat roofs the 
yellow and red petals of wild roses were 
showered at us. The crowd thronged in 
festive attires. The school children standing 
in rows shouted greetings to us at a sign 
from the Wazir, And on the arches and 
houses were colourful signs with touching 
inscriptions, Approaching our summer head
quarters of the Himalayan Research Institute 
with an evergrowing procession we were again 
met with trumpets by Lamas, and the 
daughter of our neighbour, Anu in a high
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turquoise head-dress, presented us with the 
sacred milk of a yak. Thus Keylang, lost 
amidst the snow peaks, wanted to express its 
cordiality.

We were overwhelmed not only by new 
discoveries, but we succeeded in seeing the 
rare Lamaistic mystery “ The Breaking of 
the Stone.” A group of nomadic Lamas from 
Spit presented in our yard this unusual 
mystery, never written about. George gives 
a complete translation of it in the Journal of 
the Institute *

It began when the Lamas dragged a huge 
stone, which was more than a yard and a 
half long, from our hill. Two people could 
hardly carry it. An extempore altar was set 
up and a long row of ritual dancers, with 
chants and prayers, depicted the destruction 
of the evil forces.

There was also an exhibition of the piercing 
of their cheeks with needles. There was a 
remarkable dance with swords including 
jumping on the blades of the swords. One 
must admit that this procedure truly demand
ed great skill, otherwise the two swords 
pressing the stomach could very easily have 
pierced the intestines. Amidst these dramatic 
episodes, as is to be expected, a semi-humour
ous interlude was also introduced. The ruler 
of a wild country appeared disguised as a 
shepherd ; he was greeted with the laughter 
of the spectators, aroused by a dialogue about 
the secret treasures of this ruler. But to
wards the end of the mystery, all humourous 
interpolations ceased and one noticed a more 
Concentrated inner preparation. These conjura
tions and preparations ended as follows

* See the article entitled “ The Ceremony of Break
ing the Stone," “ Pho-Bar Rdo-Gcog," in the Journal 
Of the Urusvathi Himalayan Research institute, Vol. 
II, pages 25 to 21,
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One of the Lamas lay down on the ground 
and two others with great effort lifted the 
huge stone prepared for him and placed it on 
his stomach. At the same time, the old 
Lama, who had pierced his cheeks and thrust 
himself upon the swords, lifting the round 
stone that was the size of about two human 
heads high above his head, threw it with all 
his force on the stone which was lying on the 
stomach of the Lama. He repeated this same 
action with similar force. Upon the second 
blow, to the amazement of all present, the 
long stone split loudly into two parts 
liberating the Lama who was lying on the 
ground. Thus, the heavy material world was 
conquered. The evil forces were conquered 
and the mystery play ended with a joyous 
choir and the dancing of the Lamas to the 
accompaniment on a kind of Tibetan painted 
balalaika. Esther Lichtman succeeded in 
photographing the scene before the throwing 
of the stone, but it is admissable that at the 
moment of the breaking of the stone on the 
Lama’s stomach, ail present forgot photo- 
graphy and gasped deeply. Of course the 
forms of this unusual mystery with its victory 
over the low material world are heavy, 
but no less heavy are also the actual material 
forms of common life. Let us also not forget 
that upon the broken stone was an image of 
a man drawn with charcoal and chalk whose 
physical substance the Lamas pierced with 
the magic daggers, furpa, in a previous ritual 
dance.

A Lama from Kolong comes to us. George 
and Lama Mingyur are writing down the 
local chants and Esther Lichtman will take 
down the melody. We are going to look at 
the ancient images on the stones. Once more 
we are convinced that the Chortens, attached 
to the old images of hunters and mountain
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sheep are the latest additions. As before, we 
think that these sharp-horned sacred sheep— 
the symbols of light—and their searchers, the 
tireless archers, are symbols of far more 
remote cults. Here again we are touching 
upon the still inexplicable solar cults which 
recall the remote concepts of Druidism.

Again we pay visits to the monasteries, 
There are interesting books about hermits. 
From the flat roofs we admire again the vast 
glaciers, snow peaks, and deep ravines with 
thundering torrents. Here is the mountain 
of spiritual tranquility, here is Peak Mand, 
here are also the enticing roads to Ladak and 
sacred Kailas.

Here are the dances of the Lamas. Those 
who are unfamiliar with them call them 
" devil dances.”

" Ignore this foolish name. The dances of 
the Lamas have a deep symbolic meaning.”

“ And what about the horns ? ”
“ The protectors of the animal kingdom 

and the rulers of the elements have this 
symbol) but have nothing in common with 
the devils. Soon you shall mistake the rays 
of Moses also for horns. Oh what ignorance ! ”

After a long ritual full of age-old gestures, 
the dance ended with the mystery in honour 
of the black-headed Lama who defeated the 
impure king Landarma, the cruel persecutor 
of the faith,

Karga, an ancient plot of land. The 
remnants of an ancient fortress. Chortens, 
Mendangs, covered with stones with the in
scriptions of prayers. People say that there 
are also ancient graves here, but we do not 
excavate in order to avoid any controversies 
with the archaeological department. Our 
attention is mainly attracted to the numerous
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carvings on the rocks. Again sheep and 
archers. Very ancient ones. Lama Ming- 
yur beckons to us with pride to see a stone 
upon which is an image of a sword. This is 
why the painting, “ The Sword of Ghessar 
Khan,” was conceived. Where did we see these 
characteristic forms of the sword-dagger ? We 
saw them in Minusinsk, we saw them in Cau. 
casia, we saw them on many Samatic and 
Celtic antiquities. This sword, which is so dis
tinctly carved on this ancient, brownish purple 
surface of the stone, polished by the ages, 
points to the very same theory of the trans
migrations of peoples. Is this a sign of a 
battle, is this a sign of a courageous crossing ?

Here is also the legend about the warriors 
of Ghessar Khan, who came from afar and 
settled here. They also brought the first 
apricot pit. Of course those are not the 
Mongols, who reached Lahul in the seven
teenth century. The folk memory preserves 
something far more ancient and significant.

And opposite, beyond the river, high on 
the rock, rises the most ancient monastery of 
this region, Gonde-La, founded by Padma 
Sambhava himself. The antiquity of the 
seventh century. Old, calling places.

Here is old Pirzog, a singer-narrator of the 
sage of Ghessar Khan. He sits on the floor 
in my studio and tells, mixing his story with 
chants, the poem dedicated to the great hero 
of Ladak, Tibet, and China. Does not this 
chanting originate from the sixth century and 
are not from the same time the meaningful 
gestures of the bard ? Who could suspect in the 
worn-out appearance of Pirzog, such rhyth
mic refinement of gesture and the ennobled 
variations of improvisions of his song. Every
thing is stressed, how the hero is preparing to 
s art against the enemy, how before h’s march
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he received wise counsel from his aunt, how 
he prepares his arms......

Pinzog depicts how the hero inspects his 
armour, tries his bow and spots the enemy on 
the hill side. “ And do you know here, that 
in Kham are castles of Ghessar Khan, where 
instead of beams lie innumerable swords of 
the warriors of Ghessar Khan ? ” “Not only 
in Kham, but also in Tzang the warriors of 
Ghessar have built such monuments of glory,” 
inserts our listening Lama. We know this, 
know it well, because when in Tibet people 
offered us swords, they always whispered that 
these were from the palace of Ghessar Khan. 
In one afternoon the bard cannot finish his 
story of all the glorious conquests of Ghessar. 
He must also tell of Bruguma, the wise wife 
of the hero. He cannot omit his chiefs and 
warriors either, nor all the victories of the 
invincible defender of truth. What doesn’t 
one hear in the mountains of the Himalayas ! 
The newspapers just reported of a man 
swimming on the Jumna river holding on to 
the tail of a tiger. Even such a story is not a 
fairy tale.

The Hindu Doctor writes to us that cancer, 
this increasing scourge of humanity, is ab
solutely unknown on the Himalayan heights.

The Tibetan Lama Doctor brings Tibetan 
medicines; among them are also remedies for 
cancer. We also recollected the official state
ment of a successful cancer cure, by the 
deceased Buryat doctor, Badmeav. Lama 
Mingyur informs us of the edible roots, which 
are found in the woods of Sikim, he promises 
to obtain them for us. From our friend the 
Colonel, we received news that the workmen 
of Captain B. were terrified during the whole 
night by a giant who appeared, frightening 
theta to such an extent that they abandoned

the work and ran away. To this the Lama 
added that in Sikim also, cases are known of 
similar apparitions of giants, messengers 
of Dharma Pala, who are sent with forewarn
ing or to divert wrathful actions, Thus life is 
multi-varied.

Here is the house of the Thakur from 
Kolong ; the old building is in the style of the 
Tibetan fortified courtyards. The host and 
hostess meet us at the entrance. The servants 
are adorned with silver and Chinese brocade. 
The trumpets of the Lamas thunder. First of 
all, we are invited to the solemn service in the 
house chapel. There are many family relics, 
many excellent tankas. Here we find Sham- 
bhala and Rigden Jyepo and Milaraspa, and 
many other heroes of achievement. The 
service proceeds in a Bhutanese fashion. 
After this we are shown not only the jewels, 
but also the books and wood-blocks for print
ing. This is not a simple household ; the 
Thakur is ruler of the region, and the family 
has many acquisitions. It of course ends with 
Tibetan tea and Zampa. Here also begin 
negotiations for the construction of a house 
on the Thakur’s ground. Because it is his 
patrimony, the Thakur cannot sell the ground, 
but he is able to lease it for forty years and 
if one wishes he can also give it for longer. 
And he does not even wish any money. He 
says: “Honour to us, if great people came 
from great places to our small place.”

And again the conversation concerns the 
images on the rocks, the undecipherable in
scriptions, stone graves, and secret sacred 
books. Besides the places in Kulu Valley 
one place is mentioned near Trilokanata 
where, according to tradition, books were 
hidden during the persecutions of the fierce 
Landarma. On the mountains there are also
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ruins of some ancient dwellings. They say 
that when the warriors of Ghessar Khan came, 
the old Lahulis left for the summits. The 
Tchud fled underground from the white king 
on Altai, and the citizens of Lahul departed 
to the summits. From an historical and 
archaeological point of view this region has 
been investigated very little.

The painting “ Menhirs in the Himalayas,” 
reminds of menhir-like stones erected since 
most ancient times and upto now on mountain 
passes. The custom has no doubt a connec
tion with the ancient menhirs of Tibet, 
discovered by our expedition in 1928, which 
were alike the menhirs of Karnack.

The painting* Three Glaves shows an 
ancient design on a stone near Kyelang, the 
capital of Lahul (Lahul in mutilated pro
nunciation means “Southern Tibet”). On 
the background is to be seen the famous 
mountains of these parts of the Himalayas, 
called Mt, “ M This place is located on 
the ancient road from India to Kailas and 
Tibet and is known as the dwelling place of 
many Rishis, of whom Vyasa was the compiler 
of the Mahabharata, Rishi Vasishta was the 
discoverer of healing springs and Kapila 
who according to the traditions possessed the 
so called “eye of death.” Of Tibetan spiritual 
leaders in this locality lived Milaraspa, Padma 
Sambhava and Gutsang-pa. The place where 
the stone is situated is about 11000 ft. high. 
The local images on rocks and stones are 
well worth studying. Everywhere are scattered 
images of crosses of Nestorian and Manihaeian 
origin.

• The paintings Three Glaves and Menhirs in the 
Himalayas were recently presented by Prof, de 
Roerich to the Archaeological Institute of Amerlea, 
of which Prof. de Roerich is Vice-President.

Ladak, Dardistan, Baltistan, Lahul, the 
Trans-Himalayas, part of Persia, Southern 
Siberia (Irtysh, Minusinsk) are rich of rock- 
images very much alike in the technical sense, 
which unvoluntarily remind of the rocks 
Boguslan and the images of the East Goths 
and other great migrators.

The images of Ladak, Lahul and all 
Himalayan uplands can be divided into two 
main types. The Buddhist type, which 
reaches our time in the form of images of the 
Svastika (as Buddhist, so also the inverted 
Bonpo) the Lion, the steeds of Ghessar Khan, 
religious inscriptions, Chortens and other 
objects of cults.

The other type of images comes from more 
ancient times, with the pre-Buddhist Bon.po 
and similar cults of fire, and is still more 
significant in its character and in its curious 
similarity to Druidism, which is so interesting 
in connection with the study of the great 
migrations of peoples.

The main subject of these images (partly 
reproduced in the works of Dr. Francke- 
Tibetische Hochzeitslieder, Folkwang Verlag, 
Gmbh, Darmstadt, 1923) is the mountain 
ibex, which is the symbol of fire. Amongst 
these images one can distinguish by their 
technique a whole series of ancient strata 
(similar to the Swedish halristningar), up to 
the newest, which proves the inner existence 
of some kind of cult.

Besides the ibex, one can see in various 
combinations, the images of the sun, of hands, 
ritual dances of figures and other signs of 
oldest folklore. This type of images with 
most ancient traditions, deserves a most 
careful study especially in comparison with 
similar antiquities in other countries,
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To the previous images we have succeeded 
adding two more significant ones, which 
previously had not been mentioned. In the 
locality of Karga and near Kyelang itself 
(Lahul), we have found images of swords, to 
which I have dedicated one of my paintings, 
which I present to your esteemed Institute. 
The meaning of these images is enigmatic, 
but it is especially interesting that their form 
fully corresponds to the form of the bronze 
swords and daggers of the Minusinsk Siberian 
type, which are so typical for the earliest 
great migrators. Let us not make any hasty 
pre-suppositions, and the less conclusions, but 
let us enter this instructive detail as one more 
indicative milestone.

Let us not forget that an old Catholic 
missionary, Odorico de Pardenone, who visited 
Tibet in the fourteenth century, mention
ed that the place Lhassa was called Gotha 
The ruins of ancient temples in Kashmir 
strikingly remind the general character of 
Alan constructions which culminated in the 
“ Roman style ”, giving early Gothic style. 
And Louis de la Vallee Poussin records of 
foreigners Irila and Sita having built 
temples in Kashmir, And Sten Konov 
points out that Irila belonged to the tribe of 
Gatas, what according to his conclusions 
means Goths. All such signs are most useful 
for the theme of the great migrations of 
People,

A telegram from Leh. The Institute’s 
expedition arrived safely.

The caravan has encountered neither sick
ness nor losses. The collections are excellent. 
We thought so ; we thought that Ladak 
would not disappoint our collector. In
structive experiments are again ahead.

And who would not be kindled by the 
wonders of the Himalayas?

Whence, then, comes this unusual lure of 
the Asiatic paths ? The mountains do not 
stand as barricading giants, but as enticing 
milestones. From behind the peaks, glows 
the radiation of the Himalayan snowy king
dom. The local people, those who have heard 
of something reverential, point out this 
radiation. For it radiates from beyond, from 
the very tower of the great Rigden-Jyepo, 
who labours untiringly for the welfare of 
humanity.

Here is also a rare image of the great 
Ghessar Khan himself. Around the warrior 
are collected all signs of his incarnations and 
everything significant that should not be 
forgotten in this glorious epic. On the steps 
to the throne stand Tibetan boots. These 
are the same seven league boots, mentioned 
in the saga of Ghessar Khan. But they 
stand close to the throne and this means 
that the great warrior of the new era is 
already preparing for the new heroic deed 
Soon he will enter.
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